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Abstract—We present the design and implementation of a
Certiﬁed Core Policy Language (ACCPL) that can be used to
express access-control policies. We deﬁne formal semantics for
ACCPL and use the Coq Proof Assistant to state theorems about
this semantics, to develop proofs for those theorems and to
machine-check the proofs ensuring correctness guarantees are
provided. The main design goal for ACCPL is the ability to reason
about the policies written in ACCPL with respect to speciﬁc
questions such as safety. In addition, ACCPL and the established
proofs are integrated such that extensions to expressive power
may be explored by also extending identiﬁable proof statements
in the direction of the added expressivity. To this end, ACCPL
is small (the syntax and the semantics of ACCPL only take a
few pages to describe), although we believe ACCPL supports the
core features of many access-control policy languages.

enforce policies that deﬁne who should have access to what
resources, and under what circumstances. Because of the cited
advantages, along with its generality and widespread use,
PBAC is the model ACCPL implements.
A. A Core Policy Language for PBAC Systems
Currently, the most popular Rights Expression Languages
(REL)s include the eXtensible rights Markup Language
(XrML) [16], and Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [5].
Both of these languages are XML-based and are considered
declarative languages. RELs, or more precisely Digital Rights
Expression Languages (DRELs) deal with the “rights deﬁnition” aspect of the Digital Rights Management (DRM) ecosystem of digital assets. DRM refers to the digital management
of rights associated with the access or usage of digital assets.
The eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [9] is another access control policy speciﬁcation
language that is general, high-level, and allows policies to
be deﬁned in a wide variety of domains. Like ODRL and
XrML, it is based on XML and the PBAC model. ODRL and
XrML differ from XACML by their focus on digital assets
protection and in general DRM, hence the term Digital Rights
Expression Languages (DREL).
For a variety of reasons, we found XACML, ODRL and
XrML all to be ill-suited as the basis for a core policy
language. First, they are all large languages that provide
numerous features but suffer from a lack of formal semantics.
Second, all of these languages cover much more than policy
expressions leading to access decisions; they also address
enforcement of policies. Third, they are limited in terms of
what can be built on top of them.
A policy language that was designed with logic and formal
semantics in mind and also one that was small and extensible
was clearly needed. We use Pucella and Weissman’s subset
of ODRL [12] as the basis for ACCPL and in doing so treat
digital rights as our main access-control application without
loss of generality with respect to other applications, with the
ﬁnal goal of performing formal veriﬁcation on policies written
in ACCPL.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We describe the design of a Certiﬁed Core Policy Language
(ACCPL) for expressing access control policies and its implementation in the Coq Proof Assistant [1].1
Using Coq to implement ACCPL was an important factor
in its design, allowing us to address the trade-off between
expressive power and ease of formal proof of correctness. The
semantics of ACCPL are speciﬁed by a translation from policy
statements together with an access request and an environment
containing all the relevant facts, to decisions. We present
results showing the translation functions behave correctly with
respect to the decision question that asks whether a request to
access a resource may be granted or denied, given a policy.
The translation functions also cover the case where a given
policy does not apply to a request in which case a decision
of non-applicable is rendered. Our results show that for each
access request, the translation algorithm terminates on all input
policies with a decision of granted, denied or non-applicable.
To motivate the design of ACCPL, let us review the deﬁnition of “access-control”: Authorization refers to the process of
rendering a decision about whether to permit or deny access to
a resource or asset of interest, hence the term “access-control.”
In order to harmonize access control in large environments
with many subjects and objects and disparate attributes, the
Policy-based Access Control (PBAC) [8] model has been
proposed. PBAC allows for a more uniform access-control
model across the system. PBAC systems help create and

B. Formal Semantics for PBAC Languages
Formal methods help ensure that a system behaves correctly
with respect to a speciﬁcation of its desired behavior [10]. This
speciﬁcation of the desired behavior is what is referred to as
semantics of the system.

1 Our

complete proof development in Coq is available at http://www.site.
uottawa.ca/∼afelty/accpl/.
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To formalize the semantics of PBAC languages several
approaches have been attempted by various authors. Most
are logic based [3], [12] while others are based on ﬁniteautomata [4], operational semantics based interpreters [13] and
web ontology (from the Knowledge Representation Field) [6].
As described below, our work can be viewed as an extension
of [12].

ACCPL could be used as an intermediate language to reason
about interoperability between those policy languages [11],
[7].
II. ACCPL S EMANTICS
We specify the semantics of ACCPL as a translation function from an agreement together with an access request and
an environment containing all relevant facts, to decisions. The
reader is referred to the Coq code implementing the semantics,
along with all the auxiliary types and infrastructure which
implement the semantics for ACCPL.

C. Speciﬁc Problem
Policy languages and the policies, sometimes called agreements, written in those languages are meant to implement
speciﬁc goals such as limiting access to speciﬁc assets. The
tension in designing a policy language is usually between
how to make the language expressive enough, such that the
high-level and often service-oriented goals for policies may
be expressed in the policy language, and how to make the
policies veriﬁable with respect to the stated goals.
As stated earlier, an important part of fulﬁlling the veriﬁability goal for policy languages, is to deﬁne formal semantics,
based on which theorems of interest may be declared and
proven. However as is the case for other paper-proofs, often
the language used to do these proofs, is based on intuitive
justiﬁcations. As such these proofs are difﬁcult to formally
verify.

A. Types of Decisions
As mentioned, in ACCPL, evaluating a request against
an agreement renders a granted, denied or non-applicable
decision. Including the non-applicable decision was important
for generality and for deﬁning the semantics correctly.
B. Translations
Intuitively a query or request asks the following question
given an agreement: “May subject s perform an action ac to
asset a?” We represent a query by its components, namely the
subject, action and asset that form the query question.
III. C ORRECTNESS OF ACCPL

D. Contributions
We have designed a policy based access-control language
called ACCPL based on ODRL and starting with deﬁnitions
in [12]. The ACCPL framework has been encoded in Coq
which is both a programming language and a proof-assistant.
We have speciﬁed and proved ACCPL correct with respect to
properties of interest in Coq which will allow us to extract
programs from the proofs; the executable programs can be
used on speciﬁc policies and a query, to render a speciﬁc
decision such as “a permission has been granted”.
In addition, ACCPL and the established proofs are integrated such that extensions to expressive power to ACCPL
may be explored by also extending identiﬁable and corresponding proof statements in the direction of the added
expressivity. This integration has been implemented in what
we call the Translation Function Framework (TFF) used for
handling semantics as part of our Coq encodings for ACCPL.
To qualify ACCPL “easy to reason about” we used Tschantz
and Krishnamurthi’s [15] reasonability properties as metrics
of reasonability and designed the language such that ACCPL
would satisfy these properties.
We have made signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to the semantics
of Pucella and Weissman’s language such that an answer
to a request for access to a resource may be determined
unambiguously and for all cases.
Our executable program returns a list of decisions. We
deﬁne what it means to extract a single decision from this
list and show that it is always possible to extract a coherent
decision.
Given that ACCPL is a core policy language with semantics
that have been certiﬁed correct, we could use ACCPL to implement various (more expressive) policy languages. In addition

In this section, we discuss the main theorem and some
important supporting theorems, expressing the most important properties we have proved about ACCPL. For all other
supporting theorems and for all proofs, the reader is referred
to [14] and the accompanying Coq code, respectively.
A. Correctness of Translation
The trans agreement dec theorem is the declaration of the main correctness result for ACCPL. Together
with proofs for other theorems and lemmas, we have “certiﬁed” ACCPL correct by proving this theorem. The list that
trans agreement returns will contain results one per
each primitive policy found in the agreement. Speciﬁcally
the predicate isResultInQueryResult checks for the
existence of a particular result in the given list of results.
The theorem states that for all environments, agreements and
queries, the list that trans agreement produces contains
either a Permitted or a NotPermitted result or the
list will contain neither Permitted nor NotPermitted
results. By mentioning the agreement translation function
(trans agreement) directly in the statement of the theorem trans agreement dec, we tie the correctness property to how the translation functions work. To prove the theorem, and with each successive subgoal during the interactive
proof process, the deﬁnition of the translation function in
scope gets unfolded and used so the translation functions have
to be deﬁned such that each subgoal is discharged and the
proof is completed.
According to the declaration of the trans agreement dec theorem, there are three cases that
are mutually exclusive. The ﬁrst case is when the set has a at
least one Permitted result; we answer the access query in
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this case with a result of Permitted. The second case is
when the set has at least one NotPermitted; we answer the
access query in this case with a result of NotPermitted.
In the case where all the results are Unregulated we
answer the access query with a result of Unregulated.

stated, developed and proved correctness results for the semantics of ACCPL.
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B. Mutual Exclusivity of Permitted and NotPermitted
The proof of the theorem trans agreement not Perm and NotPerm at once establishes that both
Permitted and NotPermitted results cannot exist in
the same set returned by trans agreement. This result
also establishes the fact that in ACCPL rendering conﬂicting
decisions is not possible given an agreement.
The proof of the theorem trans agreement not NotPerm and not Perm implies Unregulated dec shows that in the case where neither a
Permitted nor a NotPermitted result exists in the set
returned by trans agreement, there must exist at least
one Unregulated result.
IV. F UTURE W ORK
We describe in [14] how ACCPL meets the reasonability
properties of Tschantz and Krishnamurthi [15] mentioned
earlier. However, we have not yet certiﬁed (using formal
proofs) that ACCPL has these properties. We defer formally
proving these properties for ACCPL as future work.
Another direction for future work is to explore different
ways ACCPL could be made more expressive. For example,
we can add various policy combinators and their semantics
to ACCPL using the TFF. As mentioned earlier, the TFF we
have developed for ACCPL is meant to keep the delicate
balance between addition of expressiveness while maintaining
provability of established results.
Another design goal for ACCPL is to make it a target
language for deploying policies written in other languages.
We could capture, implement and study the semantics of
these other policy-based access-control systems using the
TFF and ultimately certify the semantics of those languages
with respect to their speciﬁcations, the same way that ACCPL has been certiﬁed correct. In fact, our current work
includes extending ACCPL to handle the expressive power
of SELinux [2].
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented the design and implementation of ACCPL as a small and certiﬁably correct policy language. ACCPL
is a PBAC system that can be used to express general accesscontrol rules and policies. In addition we have deﬁned formal
semantics for ACCPL, where we have discovered and added
all possible cases when answering a query on whether to allow
or deny an action to be performed on an asset. We have
subsequently used the Coq Proof Assistant to state theorems
about the expected behavior of ACCPL when evaluating a
request with respect to a given agreement, to develop proofs
for those theorems and to machine-check the proofs ensuring
correctness guarantees are provided. We have in particular
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